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ABSTRACT

A number of principles which have been developed for cost-Denefit
assessments in t>e radiation field are applied to the more general
co3t-benefit assessment of energy production. Sources of energy may be
a3aess»J in relation to a reference practice. If this is done for one
and the same electricity production, the main objective is to assess
ietriments in comparable terms. Detriment rates may b% integrated in
;pace and time and might al3o be expressed in equivalent monetary
units. Although there are several practical limitations to any theore-
tical treatment of the problem, the basic principles may form a useful
background to more realistic although more complicated approaches to
the task.

'. INTRODUCTION

The title of this paper implies that it is possible to quantify
the costs and benefits of energy. The reader should be warned already
»t the beginning, however, that he will find very little quantification
in the following presentation, should he be looking for actual results
of C03t-benefit assessments of various sources of energy. The author
his no expert knowledge in the costs of energy, nor in its benefits.

Instead, a number of methods and principles will be discussed,
which have evolved over the last few years for cost-benefit assess-
ments in the field of radiation protection, and there will be an
attempt to see to what extent these may be more generally applicable
outside the area for which they were originally intended.

2. BASIC PRINCIPLES

Specialists in any field tend to believe that they are more clever
than those in other fields and that they were the first to find the
brilliant solutions. Yet it is almost always the old truths that are
rediscovered in various shapes, sometimes so disguised that it is
quite excusable that they are not recognized. It is therefore a doubt-
ful claim that quantification has been earlier and more thoroughly
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developed in radiation protection than in any other public health
areas. Road safety, for example, is another area where quantitative
thinking has long been attempted. On the other hand, certain features
of radiation risks perhaps invita a quantitative approach more tnan in
*ny other risk assessment. There is a physical quantity, absorbed dose,
which may be calculated and which maj be postulates to be related to
the risk of deleterious effects by relationships which are often simp-
lified to the decree of direct proportionality.

On this basis, quantitative methods of risk assessment have been
developed in perhnps a more coherent and consistent way in radiation
protection than in other fields. Sone of tne methods may have a more
general applicability and it might be ol interest to explore their
advantages and shortcomings outside the field for whicn they were
designed. One set of recommendations in this respect was given by a
gr»up of 'JNSCEAH experts to the 1972 United Nations Conference on the
Human Environment. (j_). It should also be recognized th?t many of the
basic recommendations given by the International Commission on Radio-
logical Protection (ICRP) might also be extrapolited into other areas.

For example, the fundamental radiation protection principles
suggested by ICRP (2_,̂ _) may be summarized as follows:

0 ) Before a new practice is introduced, it should have been
found justified on the basis of an overall cost-benefit
assessment;

(?) All detriments of the practice should be kept at a level
which ir, as low as is reasonably achievable, economical and
social consequences of detriment reduction being taken into
p.ccount; and

(3) Certain ,,reset limits of detriment should always be respected.

3. COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS

In its simplest form, cost-benefit analysis is an assessment of
the difference between good (G) and harra (H) in a given situation.
As long as tbi difference is positive, the situation is advantageous:

G - H - 0

If the good and the harm are known fro» observations, the result
of the assessment may be used for post-operational judgements. For
planning purposes, however, the actual effects must be represented by
the mathematical expectations of good and hirm. For the purpose of
this presentation, we may chose to define benefit (B) as the mathema-
tical expectation of good, and detriment (D) as the mathematical expec-
tation of harm. The purpose of cost-benefit analysis in planning an
•peration or practice is then to assess whether

B - D - 0



Both B and D consist of components which are easy to quantify
(e.g. cost and gain) and components which represent intangible good
or harm. It would not b» possible to determine »hetner B> D unless all
these components can be made quantitatively intercooparable. We may
define the net benefit as L » B - D. Two questions then immediately
arise: Of what? To whom?

?h«* net benefit may be related to a decision, an operation or a
practice. If it is related to a continued practice, it is sometimes
convenient to relate it to a unit of the practice, e.g. per year of
practice or, in the case of energy production, per MW and year. Thi:;,
however, implies ;i direct proportionality between the extent of the
practice and the net benefit which does not always exist.

If, in the individual case, the risk of a detrimental effect is
r for the effect j_ to an individual i_, and if the severity of the
effect may b-? quantitatively represented by d.., the expectation of
harm to the individual i.- "*

'.-I
Correspondingly, the expectation of good to the individual may be

written as

B. - / p. .b. .

with b as a quantitative measure of the individual's advantage of the
effect £ with the individual probability p ..

1 Iv X

3.1 Wet benefit to an individual due to his own action

The net benefit L. to an individual is related to a decision or
operation in which he Is involved. Por example, the operation may be
driving a car, and L. may be related to a unit practice, e.g. driving
a unit distance or using the car over a unit period of time. Components
of B. are "quantities" such as personal pleasure and personal conveni-
ence, components of D, are personal health detriment and cost.

The degree of non-intercoaparability may be reduced if it is
possible to group benefits and detrimants in pairs which are slightly
less intercomparabie than the total benefit and the total detriments

h - <Bi - V * <B2 - V
If it can be shown that each of the differences (B - D ) is posi-

tive, It follows that L.> 0, In the case of car driving? f rqexample,



personal convenience maj be found to exceed cost and personal pleasure
may be fnuni to outweigh personal health detriment. In the following
discussion, however, we shall be less interested in assessing the
individual's net benefit L. than in the assessment of the overall net
benefit L of a decision, operation or practice. In the case of car
irtvlnjr, the previous discussion did not include 3uch components of
D that related to benefit or detriment to other individuals. One such
component is the detriment to other persons on the road. Another ic
detriment due to °nvironaental pollution.

*>.2 Overall net benefit fronv one iniividual's action

ir. thf? c\^e of a incision »^ich seems to involve only one
individual we may therefore not just be interested in the net benefit
L. to that individual, but alao in the overall nft benefit L(i) of
the individual's practice:

where 3(i) and D(i) are the additional benefit3 and detriments to
other persons than the individual himself from his practice.

3.3 Overall net benefit from the o'ua of all individuals' actions

For a given practice a_, therefore, the overall net benefit L
wouli be

L - / L (ia {_ avi)

it b?>ing assumed that benefit and harm to other organisms than man
would not b-i included unlens they in some way, e.g. emotionally,
affected man. It would indeed be difficult to weigh benefit and harm
to other species than man against benefit and harm to man, to achieve
an overall net benefit to living things. If that were done, perhaps
man would find himself ruled out in preference to whales or mosquitos,
but that brings us from science and social politics to religion or
metaphysics.

5.4 Overall net benefit from a given practice or operation

3o far we have discussed individuals' actions and have derived
an overall net benefit L of the collective practice of type fi (e.g.
car driving) as the sum §f the overall net benefits L (i) of each
individual's action. However, car driving may also be seen aa a
social practice which may be controlled by central political or admi-
nistrative decisions. In that case we may write

L - B - Da a a



In this expression b and D are the collective quantities
\ 1

•IIi m X B . anda B .
'11

5 - X C •a £~~ ai

i i

and th^ individual ben^fit-j and detriments are d̂ rive-i a.; o«fore.

4. REFERENCE PRACTICE

It cannot be assumed that the net benefit is simply tne diffe-
rence between the overall cenefit and the overall detriment fron the
practice under consideration, as the previous discussion has implied.
Both the benefit ani the detriment from any planned operation or
practice will supersede the benefit and the detriment which would
have resulted from the alternative solution of not having the opera-
tion or practice. The net benefit that wo .should be interested in is
therefore the change in net benefit caused by the operation or prac-
tice, i.e.

La(o) A3 - - B - B - (D - D )
a o v a o

where L / \ denotes the net benefit of introducing practice angiven
an existing or alternative practice £.

In the case of the choice of a certain future source of energy,
e.ff. PWS nuclear power stations for electricity, the cost-benefit
assessment will therefore not become meaningful unless a reference
practice is specified. The reference practice might be, for example,
the continued use of oil or coal at a rate extrapolated from observed
trends, or it might be the continued use of present energy sources but
with a zero increase cf the consumption rate and changed priorities
for the energy distribution. The components of L / v ,if it is assumed
that the reference practice is the use of oil an;Ptne new practice
under consideration is nuclear po»er, are exemplified in Table I.

The benefit of nuclear power stations as well as oil power
stations may be considered to be generation of electricity and nothing
else (unless the heat is used for district heating, or plutonium or
other by-products are used to some benefit). Such "benefits" as "low
cost", "clean environment", "safe operation", "high yield", etc. are
not true benefits but differences between particular pairs of detri-
ment. Such "benefits" as "high living standards", "social security",
et». are secondary benefits, which, i?i this example, may be derived
from and may be quantitatively represented by electricity generation.

If the net benefit i3 expressed per irnit practice and if the unit
practice chosen is the unit amount of electricity generated - e.g.
()MW(e)-yearn - it follows that B

differences in detriments. a
B and L
° a is determined by



I. £xanpl*?s of components of net benefit

(benefit of *.) (benefit dir- (detriment of a_) (detriment dis-
placed by a_) placed by n_)

benefit of benefit of detriment of ietriaent of
nueleir power oil power nuole-ir ri»?r oil powor
stations stations stations station:;

electricity
generation

electricity
generation

C

cost of:
- station
- fuel
- operation
- .-afety

healtn detri-
ne n t s:

- occupational
ri:;k:;

- environmental
pollution

- acciaents

other detri-
ments:

- political
depenience

- rink of war

cost of:
- station
- fuel
- operation
- safety

health detri-
ments:

- occupational
risks

- environmental
pollution

- accidents
- sabotafe

other detri-
ments:

- political
dependence

- risk of war

- waste disposal - waste disposal

(some of the detriments must be
summarized over the whole fuel
cycle)

The assessment of net benefit per unit practice implies an assump-
tion of direct proportionality between the extent of the practice and
the resulting benefits and detriments. Tnis may be approximately true
for a number of effects, 3uch as installation costs, fuel costs, occu-
pational risks, transportation risks, etc. However, the assumption is
not valid for a number of effects for which there may well be a thres-
hold of exposure or which may be independent of the magnitude of the
practice over a large range.
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The extent of energy production r.ay be reflected in either the
number or the .Tiz-? of power plants, or ic both. If the practice were
increase i by increasing the numb-r of stations, iirect proportionality
batw-*ea th» consequences ani the extent of th>» practice may be sore
likely than if th« practice incr'-ir»; only .iu>> to irrranse in size of
•-•xi.itir.g power stations.

A: lor.*- i? tr.«» con pHri.'-irs ;.- nii» on the a.-.-u~ption thit P - i- f
the net r,-nefit. in; c--> rrilculat?: as a °

where ^ denotes tn-» v^.rioj.. type.; of i i tr iaent. Ti»» choice of the
practice ni.» giv»n practice £, is justifies if L / ^ > 0./ ^

It, follows tnat wo E*y fin i a positive net Denefit merely on the
basir; iT comp^rin? the d-̂ triaer-.t f i.e. witnout c nee icing whether the
benefit of the planned practice really out*ei£hs its detriment. This
may seem Furprising. However, it only means tnat if B < D , then aiö
3 < L . In this ca.?e also the reference practice waj unjustifiaole
ana the new practice, with B - B ana D < D , is a change to tne
better even if it i:; not juatifieS as such.

such circumstancen, one night ask whether any one of the
alternative practices is jusstifiej. We rviy be naive in taking for
granf;1 that thi: r.ust always be the ca.se. It is not inconceivable
that there are situation:; *hich are inherently bad, with detriments
exceed ins benefit;: for any aviilabLe solution. In such cases, it must
ntill be the objective to mininiiz~i the d-jtriaent, i.e. to find the
maximum value of the net benefit, even if it is stili negative.

5. CUSSES OF DETRIMENT

Tne various pair;? of detriment in Table I may be grouped in three
ciasse;, each of which .nay be quantified on the basis of quite diffe-
rent principles.

5.t Coats

One class of ietriraent is composed of costs: cost of power station,
fuel cost, cost of operation, cost of protective measures, cost of
waste disposal, etc. For costs there is ;* monetary unit, e.g. the dol-
lar, and the quantification of cost may therefore seen to be an easy
task. However, this is in area in which the author's incompetence is
complete and a number of difficulties aay be hidden in the accounting.

Any cost for a given practice may be seen as the sum of individual
detriments, because at the end everyone will have to pay, either by
increased taxes or by increased prices.
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Health ietriment

The heilth detriment of a practice JJ may be written as

aji aji
i j

where î  denotes individuals and j_ the particular types of detrinental
effects for which the ri.~k is r .. and the severity ia d A.. However,
this summation .Ices not *̂ ive theJtotal detriment, since aJaetrimerital
effect in individual î  might also cause some harm to other individuals
l_. Therefore, a t^ra expressing this harr, ahould be added. The total
detriment because if nealth detriments would then be

21
In assessments of radiation detriment, the bracket is often

assume i to have a constant value d_, irrespective of ji, JL an;i i»
representing death, r . . would then be the risk of -ieath from effect

t', assumed to b-"> n function of the radiation dose caused by the practicea) to the individual i_. Atteapts to improve this crude quantification
of health detriment by introducing some "index of harm" will be dis-
cussed in section 9»

5»3 Intangibles

Already the above assessment of the harm d ... that a detrimental
health effect in one individu.il ± will cause any^other individual 1_
involves intangible quantities such as "concern", "sorrow", "anxiety"
and "fear". Intangible detriment may also be caused by mere knowledge
of real risks or by belief in non-existing risks. Sometimes these
intangible detriments may develop into reasonable or unreasonable
actions which lead to directly assessable costs. In general, however,
the quantification of the intangibles may be more controversial than
any other specification of expected harm.

6. SUMMATION OF DETRIMENT

6.1 Summation In space

In the general expression for D given in section 5»2, the summa-
tion must be carried out over all individuals i_ if the purpose is to
obtain a measure of the total detriment of the practice (aj. In
principle this means a summation of the global effect. This may mean
adding a very large number of individual contributions in which either
T_ or d_, or both, are small. In the simple case that N. individuals are



exposed to one ar.i the same risk
J_, the detriment *nuld be

£ of a harmful effect of severity

j - r d N

If r_ or d_, or both, are subjectively 3ensed to be very small,
many persons are inclined to neglect the individual risk or detri-
mental effect. This must not be mistaken to imply tnat th*» tctal
1-trin»nt rdN" in -\l3o negligible in tne eost-ber^fi t assessment of t*-e
practice.

This is an example of the contract between two fundamentally
different ways of viewing the problem: either (a; from the individual's
point of view, or (b) from tne point of view of trie practice. The con-
ventional approach in environmental protection is to protect the in^i-
vidual by observing the exposures to wnich he is subjectea and keeping
these exposures within preset limits by various actions men the
exposure tend to approach the limits. This is a passive attitute.
It is less cannon to check the justification of each practice by
assessment .of the total detrinant that it will cau^e and to [Ian
protective meajures or. the basis of this early assessment.

If many individual» are involved, it is quite possible that
D_ - rdN? may be significant in the cost benefit assessment of the
practice, even if tne individual detriments ro_ are very small. If, in
?iu«h a case, the responsible authorities challenge the justification
of the practice, experience shows that the public has consideraole
difficulties in apprehending that the small individual detriments rd_
are not also significant.

This is not surprising. To many people it is a paradox that a
practice could be acceptable to all individuals out still not be
justifiable to the society which is composed of the very same indi-
vidual:;.

The reason is partly semantic. "Acceptable" is not the same is
''justifiable". Small individual detriments rd_ may well be found not
justifiable also to the individuals if an individual cost-benefit
analysis were actually carried out. However, if the individual thinks
that both the detriment and the benefit to him is extremely low, he
does not bothar with any assessment and just neglects-, the detriment.
It is acceptable because it i8 small and not because it has been found
justifiable. Similarly, society may find a few extra annual cases of
death acceptable as long as the number is small in comparison with
the total number of deaths and is not apparent in the statistics.
However, this does not mean that the practice causing these deaths
is necessarily justifiable. Scrutinizing the practice and not the
total mortality statistics, the decision-makers have no reason to
accept something merely on the basis of its trivial relative impor-
tance. Pir3t »hen the practice is considered per se. in relation to
its benefit, acceptability and justification begin to mean the same
thing.



G.? Hmsmation in tine

The first two of the three basic principles mentioned in section
2, namely the nee.i of an assessment of the justification of a practice,
and the analysis of detriments in order to find what i a "as low ao
reasonably achievable", both call for assessments of the total detri-
ment of the practice, if possible per unit of practice. This implies
a global summition of detriment to all iniividuals, a:; indicated in
thj previous section, hut it also call3 for a summation exteniti ir.
time.

6.?.1 Time distribution of detriment

T.ne detriment caused by the total practice or per unit of practice,
e.g. per MW(e)-y«?ar, may extend over psany yearn, i.e. the risk cf costs
and detrimental health effects nay reaain for a long tine. In the caye
of eost:T, e.g. for supervision r.f stored waste, the cost may be certain
(r»i), but may vr\ry with tiino. In the care of health effects, norae
pollutants may r=xiin in the biosphere for many ye irs and cause indi-
vidual risks which are functions of time. In general, bcth benefits
and detriTientn ar • distributed over tiae and if w? wish to a.-sess the
overall impact oi" a practice, we must look for tho infinite jpace and
time integrals of the detriment distributions.

6.;7.7 Commitments

*e may define the benefit commitment and the detriment coBmitaif.it
of a givon practice ^ as

oo oo

/

3 (t)dt ani D = I bB - I B (t)dt ani D = I b (t)dtc a I av ' c a I a*

o

where £ denotes "coniaitnient" and B (t) and D (t) are the distribution
functions of total benefit and total detriment in respect to time.
This is an extension of the dose commitment used by UNSCEAR, aa
suggested by Butler et al. (i»5.»6.). If direct proportionality between
the extent of th« practice and the rates of benefit and detriments
can be assumed (v/hich is unlikely in many practical cases), tha commit-
ment! may be expressed per unit of practice.

When proportionality cannot be assumed it may be possible to
define some "exposure" quantity, from which the probability and degree
of beneficial and detrimental effects could be derived. However, these
nrobabilitiea ani degrees would also depend upon "exposures" froo
other sources and the combination effects cannot always be foreseen.
Lack of proportionality may mean that the practice would have to reach
a certain magnitude or would have to continue for a sufficient time
to build up high "exposure" levels, before a treshold valuo for a
particular detrimental effect is exceeded. In nucn cases it would be
necessary to assess the commitment of the practice as a whole.
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Commitment as ;»sja«»nt." have become inc r ; a s ing ly common in n - l i a -
t ion p r ^ t » c t i o n . The in t eg ra t e ' ' 2etrir>:pt nay be aeen, not a j bi l l : -
prer<>nte1 öuccesr ively ,15 the haras appears , but .13 one .Tingle b i l l
of itf rx~f»nt co;t.~., presented already a t the t i a e »hen the prac t ice
is ieei ie. i or

6.2.5 Weighted comrnitments

Sine*' nothing is known of tne future of mankini, the integration
p°ri<vi for lon<-lasting- detriments could theoretically oe billion-3 of
years. Even *n extremely small future detriment rate (and very ttuch
.smaller inHviiiir.l components of the- rate) couij therefore cause very
lar<ce ietrinent coour.it:.ierits ar.l a^numptions wouLi need to be made ?;;
regards the :~pulation growth. In the choice between two equally iar,je

•jommitr.-'jnts, most people »cul i vote for the one which is
of ietna.ent contribution^ very far in the future. The proa-

l<?c become.; ;nore difficult when one is forced to weigh benefit.- to tĥ >
ore.sent #<? ner,--, t i en against ietriaento to future generations. The
a^se.'oXT-nt of th-v total n-"?t benefit of a practice is therefor-.» 'i very
iifiicult ta-<k which involves juJ^xTit.^ of moral, political ana even
religious nature »n.1 car.r.ot be solved only by scientific ana technical
tonclusior.s. It shouli not be forgotten that al^n benefits nay have a

aytin^; effect. Cultural achi-^ven^ntj many thousand years ago are
reme7\b»r& i and enjoyed, but, ir. aidition, lai-1 the foundation

to th» evolution that har. lei to the present standard of living, ror
or evil.

One possible solution would be to introduce a tirae-i"pendent
/s; factor, w(t), when the benefit and detriment rates are

integrated O V T time. Take, for example, a practice, which, for th
.;-i.k" o? this ii.~cur.iior., we assu-iie will caune a con.;tart detrinent
rat« f_ srhieh »ill perni.-.t over a very l>.n£ timt period T_. If a w
tin^ factor w(t) were intro-iuceJ, the weighted detriment commitment
would be

00 GO

/ w(t) i dt - D / w(t)dt
cw

O O

The weighting factor could be selected in many ways. It would not
seem unreasonable to stipulate that our concern for future generations
decreases By & factor of £ for each period of a certain length T..
If T , « T, we shrill find that S

1 *

/ w(t)dt - /
-In2

c * dt - T
Dm

wh«re T • Ti/ln2 would be thft mean time period of concern.V



6.2.4 Commitments HS tools in the assessment of future exposure lev̂ ". :-

The third basic principle listed in section 2 deals witn limita-
tion of the siaxiraum iniividual detriment. This may reiate tc a "
cal ^roup" of persons who are expose;! to a particularly hirh j
because of location, are, habits, etc. (_7).

In raiiation protection, the v-.nual radiation "dose
is an unH^bi^uou:" -̂ 'ir.ure of the expcrure in relation to + h* iniivi-
iual risk of deleterious effect:-. Dther detrimental a^ent- may not •-=
equally well represented by some aen.iurc of "exposure", although in
Particular circusr.tancas quantities sucn as annual expenditure, annual
intake of toxic substance:;, or concentrations of toxic suD^tances ir.
air or in hvunan tissues are examples of Quantities that relate to or
iejcribe detriment. For tho present discu33ion, however, we .;hal] let
th-v detriment rat-» of a certain type of i-r>triment <± represent tne
exposure.

If direct proportionality between the extent of tne practice a_
and the conseque-.tial ieleterious efi"ects can be assumed, the detri-
ner.t rat" D (t) nay be ^xpre^sei per ;mit tine of practice. It m iy
pTr.irt over1 n li:î  period of tine. Continued practice woul-i then
buili up a future detri.iient rate i _(t). which wouli incr--aa«-? with
time but woul !. approach a steady st-Jte level 5 (oo) . It can be .-:no*n
tr.at. the detrinj-?r,t rat-"1 in this steady dtate situation i~. .-"»uaerically
••>qual to the tr'tal Jetrixent of type q of the practice per unit ti.T.-:

D
c

?~>T exaiiple, th'.1 annual detriment in the steady Etite situation in
t'r. j far future is equal to the detriment commitment of ono year'o
practice. On the -ame a.i.mnption on proportionality, the correapon :in~
equality would be valid al::o for :he t,t?nefit conraitrâ nt an: th* not
b"nefit commitment.

If there is no direct proportionality between the extent of the
practice and the detriment rate, it would not be meaningful to relate
the detriment commitment to the practice per unit time or to any other
unit of practice. However, noae other quantity of interest may be
proportional to the extent of the practice, e.g. the amount of a
long-liv»i toxic substance in any jjiven environmental compartment.
The corresponding quantity commitment may then be calculated in order
to predict the ateady state level of the quantity.

Let us now asnume that the detriment rate (or the rate o£ some
other quantity of interest), expressed per unit time of practice, is
constant and equal to D. over a long time period T. The#non-weighted
detriment commitment per unit time of practice#is then D..T and the
detriment rate would eventually r*ach D(oo) • I^T. If the ambition
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is to limit the practice so that a preset maximum permissible detri-
ment rate 5.. shall never be exceeded in the future, the practice
per unit time would have to be xestricted so that D. < 6,, /T.

• x i m
If, instead, the extent of the practice was limited on the lower

ambition level of the weighted detriment commitment (cf8 6.2,3}, the
practice would only need to be so restricted that D.< 2, /T . kz long
•%s the practice is not continued longer than to time t •• T , the maxi-
mum future detriment rate would then be limited at 5,. . m

11m
In this case, however, although the future detriment rate (or,

alternatively, rate of some other chosen quantity) will never exceed
the limit, the practice would commit future generations at times later
than t m T to live under conditions where there is no margin for any
continued practice.

If the present ambition level for D.. is high, this may not cause
undue problems. For example,#even if the present generation could
accept a detriment rate of 2D,. today, it might still decide to use
the limit D.. in order to have a margin of safety and to protect
fut< re generations. The situation for future generations at time t - T
•Toui."* then be that the previous practice has committed them to live
with D - D. ,#but that it might still be acceptable to them to incre-
ase thi3 to 9 D,. . In that case, they would start at time t • T with
exactly the same ambition level as the present generation now, i.e.
they would try not to engage in any practice which would increase the
detriment rate by more than D,. over the next period T .

lim m
6.2.5. Incomplete commitments

If it is known in beforehand that a certain practice will not
continue for a longer time period than t (e.g. because of limited
fuel resources), the maximum future detriment rate from that practice
is numerically equal to the detriment commitment of that practice per
unit time, if the integration is cut at time t « t . This truncated
integral may be called the incomplete detriment commitment B

Dc<

If the detriment rate of the practice per unit time is approxima-
tely constant over the integration period, then D - D 1 t and the
practice needs to be restricted so that D. • ̂ \\J t • m h i s w i l 1 «uaran"
tee that the future detriment rate f>(t) will never exceed D U m» How-
ever, not to restrict the practice on the basis of the full flStriment
commitment will in this case reduce the margin for a continued or
alternative practice to zero at time t • t and to (1 - \/t) of the
limit at any earlier time. This may be read as a warning that the pre-
sent practices should be reviewed as regards the extent to which they
already possibly nibble future margins.

I
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7. DIFFERENTIAL COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS

It should have become obvious from the previous discuscion that
the absolute coat-benefit analysis, i.e. the assessment of th-1 overall
net benefit commitment L which is needed in the justification con-
sideration of a planned practice, is extremely difficult to m%ke be-
cause of the difficulties in comparing cost3, health detriments and
intangibles. However, the assessment implied by the second of the
three btsic principles in section 2 ip of somewhat different character.
A number of detriments may be of such a type that it is possible to
find an explicit relationship between any reduction of detriment and
the necessary «>xtra cost to achieve the reduction, without any other
detriment or benefit beingr affected. It is then possible to assess,
for any particular type of detriment ô , the level of detriment comriit-
ment 3 which is "as low as reasonably achievable". If, however,
the reSu'etion of one typo of detriment has a feedback into some other
type of detriment, the assessment becomes much more complicated. For
example, reducing the environmental radiation levels around a nuclear
power station m y lead to an increase in the coat of occupational
protection insije the station.

In any optimum situation, L would nave a maximum, whicii saeans
that A L should be zero. Of all the benefit commitments and detri-
ment commitments of which L is composed, only the particular detri-
ment commitment in question, D , and the cost commitment C of
maintaining it at its given level are a^umed to De affected ii D
is changed. Therefore, the level of D which is "as low as reason-
ably achievable" will be determined by \he requirement that

4 Dc q *

In radiation protection, the radiation detriment from low doses
and dose rates is postulated to be proportional to the collective dose
equivalent commitment (S ), although the true relationship is not
definitely known. In ord8r to become comparable to the cost of dose
reduction, £ 3 may be replaced by its monetary equivalent which may
be calculated as A s " • H A S , The condition for the collective dose
equivalent commitment being "£a low as reasonably achievable" would
then require a do'-.e level such that any further reduction of the mone-
tary equivalent collective dose equivalent commitment would be equal
to the required cost commitment increment A C , i.e. &C / A S « M.
mhe value given to M in operational practice varies between 25 and
?50 V" f per manrem (%).

8. QUANTIFICATION OP DETRIMENT

As mentioned in the previous section, there is a relatively
common practice to consider a radiation collective dose equivalent
commitment as equivalent to a cost which is of the order of magnitude
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of 100 US f, per tnanrec. With tne risk factors that ICRP and others
have published during the last few years (̂ »̂ »Ĵ .) • it may be assumed
that there is a risk of 10"^ of deatn per manrem whole bo iy doae. This
puts -»n implicit value of about 1 million US $ to a random human lit'*:.

Is it possible to quantify non-radiation detriments in a similar
»ay? The three classes of detriment described in section 5, i.e. co3t;;,
health detriments and intangibles, are not easily expresaei in com-
parable unit;; ani there is no common "exposure" quantity such as
radiation dose, upon which comparisons n^y be based.

In the ease of costs, there is no problea as regards quantities
ini units. For health detriments, however, there is no common factor.
The risk of death is a very crudw m",isure of detriment and there is
a need for n b*»tt*>r "index of harm". This will DP discussed in section
9.

The intangibles are even more difficult to relate to any exposure
quantity or any quantifiable effect, since their quantification, by
necessity, includes many subjective judgements.

In summary, therefore, the cost-benefit assessments relate to
one type of detriment, coots, which is expressed in monetary terms,
to another type of detriment, health effects, which is difficult to
quantify, but which is nevertheless often quantified in monetary terms
in other circumstances (e.g. road safety and hospital resources), and
a third class of detriment, intangibles, which invokes a large
measure of subjectivity. If any quantification of these three is at
all possiole, an attempt should be made to make the quantities direct
intercomparable, which they would be if, for example, they were all
expressed in monetary terms. If all detriment could be quantified,
the various components rhoulo be additiv», i.e.»

D
V q2

ind } (rd)., • rdN

This is a prerequisite for the various formulas which have been dis-
cussed in the previous sections. These conditions are usually met as
regard3 cost. It is not self-evident that they are always met for
health detriments, and their validity is somewhat doubtful as regards
intangibles ("Geteilter Schaerz 1st halbar Schmertf). However, in the
first approximation additivity nay be assumed.

Proportionality between the extent of the practice and the con-
sequential effects can only exceptionally be assumed. There may woll
be thresholds of "exposure" under which certain detriments will not
exist. If this is the ease, the calculation of net benefit becomes
exceedingly more difficult, because in this case also combination
effects with other environmental and social factors will have to be
considered*
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9. INDEX OF HARM

The objective of the quantification of health detriment, not in-
cluding the intangible consequences mentioned in section 5.?, in to
:'in<l some "index of harm" which would make various health detriment-
additive and express them in terms which could be compared with other
1-̂ triments, such as costs.

In section 8, it was said that the common practice in radiation
protection, to consider a collective dose equivalent commitment equi-
valent to % cost of the order of magnitude of 103 US $ per manrem,
gives an imolicit value of 1 million US ^ for a random huian life.
Since any production of energy will risk human lives, the obvious
question arices: Can a human life be measured in dollars?

We wish to feel that human lives are sacred, irrespective of
cost implications, and that economic considerations are futile and
improper. "Life" is often referred to as a unique quality which can
either bv "saved" or sacrificed. On the other hand, we know that denth
cannot b<? outwitted. All we do in our efforts to save lives is not
really to save but to prolong lives, to save days, to add days to
life.

Whatever our resources and skill, we cannot change the fact
that in a stable population there will die just as many persons por
ye-»r as the nuraber of persons born. Lives which may seem "3aved" will
just be lost later. We save days, not lives.

Our resources for saving days are also limited. If we attempt
to save, on the average, one year for each individual, i.e. to in-
crease the mean life by one year, this would, on the average, mean
5 days saved per caput and year. Even with such a high Bi»P as 4000
US f> oer caput and year and with th« whole national product spent on
nothing else than adding days to life, here would not be more than
800 US ̂  available for each day to save. In reality, naturally, only
a fraction of this sum could be used for prolonging life.

If saving lives can be described as adding days to life, the
question also arises whether all days are of equal value. If not, an
equivalent to aiding days to life would De adding life to days, i.e.
to improve the quality of life. And when we speak about the value of
one day of life, the question also arisest to whom? To the individual
himself, to his friends and relatives, to society, or to mankind?

There is little reason to believe that the subjective value of
life to the individual himself is a function of age. On the other
hand, a constant value of life over age implies that the individual
will value each remaining day more and more the older he gets. This
do<?R not seem unlikely for a healthy individual with a strong interost
in life.

However, there may b* periods of life which seem very difficult
to live. Other periods, of happiness and achievment, nay seem invalu-
able. If the individual's health is good, each day may seem precious,
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if he in ill he may b<; praying for a merciful end. Therefore, the
value of a day of life may vary from day to day, not as a function
of age but reflecting the health, interests and social functioning
of the individual. Tnere may be instances »here he might be willing,
literally, to exchange years for .1 precious aiinute.

Tne individual's value to coci"iy, however, varies with ago an.*,
function, A child rai»rht »>ven bt? considered to have a negative value,
a:' wiich, to society, cauring expenjo • lor infant care ani achool3,
but it gradually becomes a valuable investment. Few old people are
of value to society (even though tney could will be) ana the majority
of people hav»; a value which is measured by their present and potential
productivity (of children, iieao, or rmnourj of labour).

"Society" in this sense, however, is a bureaucratic structure
rather than a living organism and would only reflect a collective,
impersonal interest. But it could also bo seen as the sum of its
individuals. The individual's value to his fellow members of society
and to his frier.de and relatives would not be measured by productivity
alone. A chili, while being a nuisance to the bureaucratic machinery
of society, i? valued and loved by its parents, relatives and frieiuj.
The tiea of friendship multiply and strengthen aj the individual grows
older, but may fade at old age wh^n perhaps only few friends and rela-
tiv» remain.

In developing crude general princioles, it is impossible to take
into account all the intangible qualities that should properly corns
into the assecsment of the value of one day of life. We rr« forced to
consider nn average d«y to an average individual.

We Know that society does not and cannot put an infinite value
on the human life. Of the people who die in any given country, some
could have bften saved for more days of life at a surprisingly low
cost, .10 me could not have had any more i ays at any ccst. The distri-
bution of the dying population over life-saving costs in different in |
a highly developed industrialized country as compared with a developing 1
country and there ia no consistent approach to health and safety |
planning as regardn the amount of money that society is willing to
pay in order to "save a human life".

In industrialized countries with high living standards, it is
not unusual to base some planning (road 3sfety, hospital resources)
on an average value of 10' - 10" US $ per statistically saved human
life, which implies between 10 and 100 US # per day of life, if
"life-saving" means the saving of 30 years of life,

When the life at risk is not anonymous (e.g. in the case of
miners trapped under ground) higher sums are sometimes paid, perhaps
to demonstrate that life is considered invaluable. However, many other
non-anonymous lives which could havo been saved for many additional
years may not be saved at costs even lower than 10* US $ in well deve •
loped countries, particularly if the individual is not young. On a
statistical basis, anonymous lives could often have been saved at a
much lower cost. It is rare that any consistent cost analysis is made.
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In a developing country, where starvation and low living standards
take a frightening toll of lives, it is usually possible to save lives
at a very low cost, both statistically and individually, but we have
continuous evidence that these lives are not considered sacred enough
to justify additional efforts. One reason may be that a definite solu-
tion to the problems would mean quite considerable efforts, because
even if a life is saved it Bust be saved over and over again. The cost
of saving a day of life is perhaps small, but the number of days
waiting for being saved is very high, at a level which makes life-
saving a difficult international political problem.

Authors who have made explicit assumptions on the value of a
human life for cost-benefit assessments have often worked on the basis
of insurance practices. This usually gives quite low values. However,
one oust assume that the value of a human life should at least be

(~ higher than the cost society is willing to accept for hospitalization
and sick pension if an accident victim survives. If this assumption is
not made, the logical but appalling consequences would be, for example,
to build roads and cars that make sure that people are killed rather
than injured at an accident. This is an indication that the value of

%J life must be higher than just the productivity assessment.

Since this paper is concerned with the principles of quantifying
risks and benefits rather than with deriving the most likely numbers,
it may suffice to assume that a figure of the order of magnitude of
1 million US f> per life is reasonably representative of how individuals
react in relation to risks. With an average life-shortening of 30
years for random accidental death of an average individual, this im-
plies a value of about 100 US f> per day. This value is consistent with
the use of 100 US $ per manrera in radiation protection.

With this assumption, the expressions for total detriment in
section 5*2 may be expanded to

i J

where r ..n ,. is the mathematical expectation of days lost due to a
#T particufrft tetrimental effect j,, and g - 100 US f> per day lost by
w death.

It nay be of interest to look at the implication of this assump-
tion for a voluntary risk taking, such as cigarette smoking (a rather
conventional example). Cigarette smoking may involve an average loss
of 10 minutes of life per cigarette (1.1). This therefore means a health
detriment commitment equivalent to 0.7 US # per cigarette. That this
is not outweighed by the personal pleasure of smoking is indicated by
the fact that »ost cigarette smokers would quit smoking if the detri-
ment were made obvious to them in the form of an actual prise of 0*7
US f per cigarette. Their continued habit either means that they do
not believe in the risk or that they value life less than 100 OS $
per day*
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The detriment to a given population may change with either the
risk or the severity of the effect, or with both. This inplies that
the concept of "number of days lost", although a better indication
of harm than "number of lives lo3tM, could still be improved. It has
already been said that the days lost might be weighted for the quality
of life lost, although this is difficult in practice. However, days
which are not lost may become impaired in quality. For example, for
each inJustrial f:ttaiity there is a nuaber of non-fatal injuries.
These injuries cause days off work, with economical consequences to
the individuals and even more to society. To the individual and his
family, however, the reduction of life quality may be even more
detrimental than the economic loss.

There is no obvious answer to the question of which is the
largest harm: two years of life lost by death, 20 years of work
lost by injury, or 40 years of disabled but active life. It aust be
quite possible, however, to derive some conversion factors to make
these detriments intercomparable tc an extent which would make the
exercise fairly acceptable to most individuals.

10. INDEX OF BENEFIT

Not surprisingly, benefit is easier to quantify than detriment,
because there is a market for benefit. Money may not compensate a
loss or a detriment but most benefits can be bought and the market
price is reasonably available for assessment. It follows that the
best index of benefit is therefore its monetary value.
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